Abstract. Let A be a finite set of integers. For h > 1 , let S^ (A) denote the set of all sums of h distinct elements of A . Let S(A) denote the set of all nonempty sums of distinct elements of A . The direct problem for subset sums is to find lower bounds for |5^(/4)| and \S{A)\ in terms of \A\ . The inverse problem for subset sums is to determine the structure of the extremal sets A of integers for which |S/,(/4)| and \S(A)\ are minimal. In this paper both the direct and the inverse problem for subset sums are solved.
Introduction
Let A = {ao, ax, ... , flfc-i} be a finite set of integers, and let \A\ = k . For any nonempty subset A' of A we define the subset sum s(A') by s(A') = Y°- is the set of all nonempty sums of distinct elements of A . The direct problem for subset sums is to find lower bounds for |S/,(y4)| and \S(A)\ in terms of \A\. The inverse problem for subset sums is determine the structure of the finite sets A of integers for which |5^(/4)| and \S(A)\ are minimal. In this paper we shall solve both the direct and the inverse problem for subset sums.
Notation. For any finite set A of integers, let \A\ denote the cardinality of A, let max(A) denote the largest element of A, and let min(^) denote the This identity establishes a natural bijection X:Sh(A)^Sk.h(A) defined by (2) X(s(A')) = s(A\A').
It follows that Thus, {flo, fli, a2, a2 + ax -flo} is an extremal set for all ao < ax < a2. We shall prove that these three examples are the only examples of extremal sets for |^(^)| that are not arithmetic progressions. Thus, |S(^4)| is invariant under scalar multiplication. The inverse problem for S(A) is to find the extremal sets A that satisfy the lower bounds in Theorem 3 and in Theorem 4. We shall prove that every extremal set is a scalar multiple of an interval. 
Remarks
There is a large and growing literature on subset sums (for example, Sarkozy [4] ) and on inverse problems in additive number theory, but the inverse theorems on subset sums do not seem to have been previously observed. It would be interesting to extend these results in the following way: Let A be a set of k integers such that |5^(^)| is "small." Is A a "large" subset of some arithmetic progression? If \A\ = k and if 2A denotes the set of all sums of 2 elements of A with repetitions allowed, and if \2A\ = 2k -I + b < 3k -4, then Freiman [1] (see also Nathanson [2] ) proved that A is a subset of an arithmetic progression of length k + b . Does a similar result hold for subset sums?
A comprehensive account of inverse theorems in additive number theory can be found in Nathanson [3] .
